Automated Logistics Solutions

Integration
means
Commitment
to your Results
Unitronics
your Automated Logistics Integrator
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Whats in it for You?

In your business, efficient logistics is an absolute requirement.
Properly implemented, logistics gives you market advantage,
enabling you to compete in todays dynamic market.
Whether you operate a small manual warehouse or run a
huge distribution center logistics is the essential element.

We offer you the unique combination of:
A proven automated solution to your logistic challenges
An overall responsibility for the system and its performance
A personal commitment to your results
A personal and direct access to all our executives
A competitive value for price
Your freedom to choose technologies and vendors
A professional, experienced and creative approach

Does this sound familiar?

Why Unitronics?
Because we are a unique Integrator offering you:
Proven Record and Market Recognition
more than two decades of solutions designed & provided
to major companies. US base with local service agents &
over 140 distributors worldwide including over 80 in North
America
A partner for the Design, Supply and Integration
of All Components
automated storage, conveying, order picking and
fulfillment, WMS, control systems, ERP interfaces
24X7 Service and Support, All Disciplines Included
in-house mechanics, electricity, control, software, quality
and implementation departments, local certified and
trained service agents
Endorsed by World Leading Companies
Unitronics is chosen by leading companies (Intel®, TEVA,
Coca-Cola® and more), to design, supply and implement
critical automated logistic systems

These are the Top Pains of modern logistics:
Space and Inventory Constraints
Increasing need for storage and performance
Increasing complexity of inventory
Order Handling Constraints
Increasing number and complexity of orders
Increasing demand for service level commitments
Control Challenges
Increasing need for flexibility and adaptation to
market changes
International regulations and standards
Increasing need for real-time reporting and tight control
If you can relate, then an integrated automated
system might be your best solution.
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INTEGRATION -

why is it the key element?
When considering an automated logistic and material handling
system, it is important to understand that in order to bridge the
gap between design promises and the reality of the implemented
systems, the Integration process is the key element.
The three constraints for all projects are cost, time, and scope.
A material handling or supply chain technology project is often
considered a project of projects due to the need to integrate many
elements and manage multiple disciplines (supply chain
management, civil engineering, construction, mechanics, electricity,
electronics, control, IT systems, etc.), while coordinating many
vendors and subcontractors to build a long term reliable solution.
There is practically no single vendor that can provide or manufacture
all the elements required for an automated logistic and material
handling system.
Since different vendors provide separate elements that need to fit
mechanically, electronically and logically, professional
integration is required in order to have a whole working system.
Professional integration is performed from early stages of high
level and conceptual design, through detailed design and actual
installation & implementation. The cost of poor design or inadequate
coordination is high and definitely affects cost, time, and scope.
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The integrator
plays a critical
role
in the
life cycle of an
Automated Logistic
System.

The Life Cycle of an
Automated Logistic System
Supply Chain Audit and Study
Mapping and modeling the existing flow of goods, volumes
and diversity of goods, production sites and distribution
channels. An analysis of existing information systems and
information flow is also performed.
Logistics Strategy
Creation of multiple scenarios and strategic options.
Analysis of such scenarios resulting in a recommended
long term logistic strategy.
High Level Design and Layouts
Definition of different automation levels, their budget
estimation of the initial investment and the ongoing operation
costs. A master plan is drafted and conceptual layouts of the
solution are developed.
Detailed Design and Engineering
Definition of contractually guaranteed performance values
such as throughputs, volumes and system availability, followed
by detailed and technical specifications of all systems
components.

Supply, Construction and Installation
Contractors and vendors in many disciplines are required to
perform and deliver their part of the project, including
construction, supply and installation of material handling
equipment, electrical wiring, control systems, software and IT
systems, and actual coordination and integration of all
components into one testable working system.
Acceptance and Implementation
Complete functionality tests are performed to make sure the
system functions as intended, as well as measurement of
performance values such as throughputs and system availability.
Suitable personnel must be trained in order to operate the
system. Adjustments and optimizations are also performed,
in order to adapt to changes that may have happened since
early design stages, or in order to meet new objectives.
Support and Maintenance
Advanced integrated systems need ongoing service and support
as well as proactive and preventive maintenance operations.
Emergency support must be provided in case of malfunction
or breakdown. During the life span of an automated logistic
system (which lasts for decades), changes and upgrades may
be required in order to respond to changing markets, trends
and business. Many disciplines are involved, and system
availability depends on the level of service and availability of
service providers, and on having one point of contact for all
support-related issues.
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Consulting and Planning

The art and science of modern logistics and supply chain
technologies is a vital part of commerce. Unitronics in-depth
knowledge of the industry and its talented logistics consultants
provide professional services including:
Material handling analysis
Productivity and utilization analysis
Competitive analysis and benchmarking
Warehouse design and simulation
Capacity planning and simulation
Strategic planning
Facilities planning
Logistic Information System planning
Technology innovation has become the mantelpiece of
productivity for modern business. Utilizing technology to full
advantage depends on the knowledge, quality and hard work
of people who are dedicated to achieving new ways of doing
business at lower costs. Unitronics employs exactly the right
persons for these tasks.
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Return-On-Investment
Calculations
Unitronics works with you on ROI and payback calculations for
feasible alternatives, including calculation and analysis of the
cost, savings and benefits of elements such as:
Land and real estate costs and usage efficiency
Storage equipment
Conveying equipment
Control tools and systems
Construction work
Operational costs
Maintenance costs
Losses and thefts
Safety and security issues
Devaluation, reputation and other qualitative parameters
Today's technologies offer affordable automated logistic
solutions with a commercially viable return-on-investment,
even for small businesses.

Detailed Engineering and
Simulations
After a general layout is approved, Unitronics experienced
engineers exercise their art. Such services include:
Validating the conceptual design of the system
Performing simulations for proof of concept, bottleneck
identification and throughput calculations
Generating specifications, assembly and installation drawings
Performing visual 3D simulations and animations of the
system and its components
Requirements preparation for purchasing system hardware
and materials
Requirements preparation for mechanical or structural project
components
Designing systems management and control software
Designing electrical power distribution systems
Planning the removal and relocation of existing equipment
Preparing detailed project schedules and time tables
Planning system acceptance test procedures
Planning system training program
Guiding and supporting the project management team
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Automatic Storage
& Retrieval Systems
Automated Warehousing is based on Automatic Storage and
Retrieval Systems (AS/RS) - automated, robotic systems for
storing and retrieving items in a warehouse.
Modern warehouse system design offers infinite, innovative
possibilities. The main factors taken into consideration are
product type, product diversity, number of articles, performance
requirements and other company and market requirements.
The major mechanical components of an automatic warehouse
are the racking (shelving), and the cranes (AS/RS machines),
offering a narrow footprint, while saving space horizontally.
AS/RS systems operate in ambient, refrigerated or freezer
environments, and support different types of loads.
Unitronics automated solutions may combine one or more
types of systems such as:
Mini-Load systems (for boxes, cartons, totes,trays ect.)
Pallet-Load (or Unit-Load) systems
Carousel and Vertical systems
Special-Load systems
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Racking systems can be either standalone shelving systems
within a conventional building or part of a rack-supported
building. Heights usually vary from 15 ft (~5 meters) for
the shortest mini-load systems up to 135 ft (~45 meters)
for the tallest unit and pallet load systems.
Automated warehouse systems may combine one or
more racking systems such as:
Single-deep storage systems
Double-deep storage systems
Multi-deep storage systems
Gravity (flow rack) storage systems
Unit-load is the material handling term for any configuration
of materials that allow it to be moved as a single unit. Typically,
this means pallet loads, but can apply to containerized loads.
These automatic storage and retrieval systems handle loads
that are typically contained on pallets, with load
weights typically falling in the range of 500 to
4500 pounds (~250 to ~2,000 Kg).
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Mini-load automatic storage and retrieval systems handle
loads that are typically contained in small containers, trays,
totes or boxes, with load weights typically falling in the range
of 40 to 330 pounds (~20 to ~150 Kg), but can be tailored
for higher weights if necessary. These automatic storage and
retrieval systems are usually designed to move, store and
facilitate warehousing and order picking of small parts or
automate case picking.
Other advanced mini-load variations offer high-performance
vertical storage/sortation systems which provide orderfulfillment and sortations capabilities. It is ideally suited for
WIP buffering, product staging, order consolidation, order
picking, and sortation prior to shipping or sequencing products
for palletizing.
Special load automatic storage and retrieval systems is the
term used for a system that handles large, heavy or odd shaped
loads such as metal profiles, pipes, card board and printing
paper rolls, steel coils, vehicle engines etc.
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Conveying and
Transportation Solutions
Conveying systems are essential components in any logistic
solution. They must be perfect in design in order to efficiently
move goods between different functional areas of a facility.
Conveyors are a commonly-used automated solution.
Conveyors vary in type and may include:
Powered belt conveyors
Live roller conveyors
Chain conveyors
Gravity conveyors
Conveyors are made in different shapes and sizes, supporting
pallets, totes, boxes or special loads.
Additional automated conveying & transportation solutions
include:
Shuttle car systems
Elevator systems (Lifts)
Monorail (overhead conveying) systems
Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems
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Order Picking, Sorting
& Handling Solutions
A logistic solution may require material handling devices and
systems that fully or partially automate order picking, sorting,
packing or palletizing tasks.
For manual order picking, computer assisted
technologies can be applied:
Pick-to-Light / Pick-by-Light systems
Pick-by-Voice systems
Electronic display boards
Wireless (RF) terminals
These technologies may be used when applying the "Person-ToGoods" concept, however when implementing the "Goods-ToPerson" concept, dynamic conveying systems and dynamic storage
systems are used to bring goods to predefined picking positions.
Fully-automated picking solutions, where appropriate, depend
on the items being picked: pallets, cases or small items.
Tilt-tray sorters, cross-belt conveyors and sweeping-arm sorters,
can all provide high-speed, accurate, reliable, and efficient
sorting for automated order fulfillment, returns processing or
loose receipts.
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Order picking robots can be used for flexible high-speed
item picking, palletizing or de-palletizing (unitizing) tasks.
For piece-picking (item-picking), fully automated picking
machines (such as A-frames or A-machines) can be used.
This is practical where very high volumes of similar products
are picked, such as pharmaceutical and cosmetics
applications.
Automated handling of items requires automatic
item identification.
This can be accomplished using technologies
such as:
Barcodes (1D, 2D)
RFID
Video Image Recognition
Order picking is becoming one of
the most significant operations.
Automated technologies can
dramatically improve order picking
performance and efficiency.
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Control Systems
A system may comprise a single, simple conveyor or a
sophisticated combination of AS/RS machines, picking robots
and AGVs - in any case, control elements are the nervous
system that makes the whole system tick.
Unitronics control systems are based on a modular, distributed
approach, using independent control elements for each
mechanical element. All elements are networked, commonly
by Ethernet TCP/IP network, or other industrial communication
protocols.
Our distributed approach ensures:
Higher system availability
Independent local control for each component
Problems and malfunctions are isolated
Improved MTTR - mean time to repair malfunctions
Reduced wiring schemes
Reduced control cabinet size
Parallel (faster) installation
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Unitronics PLCs

Flexible and fast, Unitronics programmable controllers (PLCs)
automate systems across the globe. Our state-of-the-art
advanced PLCs control your system, bringing a number of
advantages:
Integrated, multilingual graphical HMI for each control
system, providing a local graphical operator panel for each
element
Powerful integral database allowing local data handling
within each PLC (warehouse location, pallet contents etc.)
Built-in communication protocols including support for
cellular networks (remote access, SMS alerting, etc.)
Advanced features for data security & electronic signatures
A predefined material handling application library,
supporting AS/RS machines, conveyors, monorails,
elevators, etc.

Software Components
MFC - WMS - ERP
Unitronics control systems are managed by Unitronics MFC
(Material Flow Control) Package or WCS (Warehouse Control
System), which acts like a floor supervisor, working in real
time to get tasks efficiently executed.
The MFC/WCS includes interfaces with a WMS (Warehouse
Management System), managing all warehouse processes.
Unitronics MFC/WCS can interface with any WMS package
such as SAPTM WM or EWM, RedPrairieTM, ManhattanTM Associates,
Unitronics own UniStockTM and practically any solution.
The WMS (Warehouse Management System), connects to the
organization's ERP (packages such as SAPTM, OracleTM,
PeopleSoftTM, Microsoft® DynamicsTM, LawsonTM M3 and many
others), exchanging information regarding warehouse processes
and movements of goods.

WMS Scope
A WMS software package manages three main entities:
Inventory
Items, carriers, pallets, locations, warehouses, etc.
Resources
Transporters or conveying elements (forklifts, cranes, elevators,
shuttle cars, low lifters), operators, pickers, users, etc.
Warehouse Processes
Reception, put-away, storage, retrieval, order-picking,
packaging, shipment preparation, cross-docking, replenishment,
inventory counting, QA sampling, etc.
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Service & Support:
One-Point-Of-Contact
Service, maintenance and support greatly enhance the
long-term success of your automated logistics system.
Unitronics and its local service agents maintain the highest
level of customer support:
One point of contact - Responsibility for all project aspects:
Mechanical components
Control and electrical systems
Software systems
System integration as a whole
24 X 7 hotline, 365 days a year
Permanent availability
Secured remote access
Optional online video monitoring
On-site on-call visits
Preventive and periodic maintenance
Production support and training
Documentation
Spare parts
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Unitronics also retrofits existing automated logistics solutions
with the latest modern technologies and open standards-based
platforms, ensuring that your system runs with maximum
efficiency and reliability, accommodating up-to-date technology
advances.

Our Clients

I feel safe working with Unitronics. I have
direct access to the executives, I can talk openly with
everyone, & I get responses. I think that with any logistic
challenge that Ill meet, I will first consult with Unitronics.
Yehuda Forte, Engineering VP,
Central Bottling Company (Coca-Cola) Israel

Since its early years, Unitronics has focused on logistic and
material handling systems and participated in the design,
installation and support of such systems worldwide. Among
such systems were automated conveying, storage and retrieval
systems for Danone Dairy in Belgium, Campina-Melkuni Dairy
in the Netherlands & Agfa manufacturing plant in Germany.
In the last decade, Unitronics has become a dominant player
in the field of automated logistic and material handling
systems. Unitronics is chosen by international leading
companies to design, supply & implement critical automated
logistic systems.

Industries Served:

Pharmaceutical
Food and Beverage
Fashion and Textile
Electronics and EMS
Automotive and Aviation parts
Metals and Plastics
Paper and Cardboard
3rd Party Logistic Providers

Among our clients:
Teva (Nasdaq: TEVA)
Intel® (Nasdaq: INTC)
Haddad Brands
Coca-Cola® (CBC)
Maman (International Air Cargo Terminal)
IAI - Israeli Aircraft Industry
Scope Metals
Home Center DIY
and more
It wasnt hard to choose Unitronics. The project was large
& complex, and it was executed at a high speed & without
problems. The major concern is not building metal structures
& machines but making it work! We can without hesitation
say that we got all the answers we wanted.
Uri Boneh, Global Engineering Manager,
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries

Unitronics International Distribution Network
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www.unitronics.com

Unitronics - more than two decades of successful solutions

Unitronics designed layouts, advanced integrated material
handling systems and supply chain technologies provide
your organization with valuable benefits such as:
Maximized storage space utilization
Reduced operations costs
Shortened cycle and turnaround times
Greater control of warehoused inventories
Increased efficiency
Proven Return-On-Investment

Since 1989, Unitronics unique "One-Stop-Shop" integration approach
provides in house personnel for all the services required to accomplish
Automated Logistic Systems projects, from preliminary feasibility
studies, through functional and detailed engineering, design,
development and installation of all mechanical, electrical and software
elements, and on-going 24X7 support and maintenance services.
This is the reason we can truly commit to results.
Unitronics products and services are marketed and distributed by its
own marketing and sales teams, backed by a network of distributors
comprised of more than 140 distributors, sales reps and service
agents worldwide, including over 80 in North America.
Unitronics Inc, our US operation, is headquartered in Quincy,
MA, and operates also through an East Coast office in NJ and a
West Coast office in LA. Unitronics Inc. is a fully owned subsidiary
of Unitronics (1989)(RG) Ltd, operating from facilities in
Airport City - a modern high-tech park near Israel's International
Ben-Gurion Airport.

The information in this document reflects products and services at the date of printing. Unitronics reserves the right, subject to all applicable laws, at any time, at its sole discretion, and without notice, to discontinue or change the
features, designs, materials and other specifications of its products and services, and to either permanently or temporarily withdraw any of the forgoing from the market. All information in this document is provided "as is" without
warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including but not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. Unitronics assumes no responsibility for errors or
omissions in the information presented in this document. In no event shall Unitronics be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever arising out of or in connection
with the use or performance of this information. The tradenames, trademarks, logos and service marks presented in this document, including their design, are the property of Unitronics (1989) (R"G) Ltd. or other third parties and
you are not permitted to use them without the prior written consent of Unitronics or such third party as may own them.

Headquarters:
Unitronics Building, Airport City
P.O.B. 300, Ben Gurion Airport
Israel 70100
Tel: +972-3-977-8888
Fax: +972-3-977-8877
Systems@unitronics.com

Unitronics, Inc.
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy
MA 02169
Toll free: 866-666-6033
Tel: 617-657-6596
Fax: 617-657-6598
Systems@unitronics.com

Unitronics East
123A Hickory Avenue
Tenafly, NJ 07670
Tel: 866-666-6033
ext. 7001
SystemsNAEast@unitronics.com

Unitronics West
6711 Forest Lawn Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90068-1001
Tel: 866-666-6033
ext. 8946
SystemsNAWest@unitronics.com

290051902

Unitronics, a unique leading company with international
presence, is engaged in the design, production, integration,
installation, support and maintenance services in the
framework of Turn-Key Integrated Automated Logistics
Solutions.

